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Fall Creek Blueberry Plant Agricultural Enterprise – Site Development Plan for Technical Approval

Fall Creek - South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

2018 - 2020
± 22.61 ha
Paarl

Fall Creek Farm & Nursery Inc. is a family-owned US-based company, 
which specialises in blueberry genetics, blueberry plants and grower 
support. Originally founded in Oregon in 1978, the company has since 
established agricultural enterprises in Mexico, Peru and Spain. Through the 
company’s South African division, the company proposed the establishment 
of a blueberry plant agricultural enterprise in Drakenstein Municipality, 
which will be the largest in the world and create much needed jobs in the 
area. The proposed agricultural enterprise will not produce blueberries, 
but rather blueberry plants in pots, which will be distributed to growers 
/ farmers across Southern Africa. The enterprise requires the pots to be 
accommodated in large polytunnels that allow environmental control for 
optimal growing conditions that address the effects of climate change such 
as increased temperatures and drought. 

An application for a Site Development Plan (SDP) for Technical Approval 
was made to Drakenstein Municipality in May 2020 and the respective 
planning approvals received in October 2020. The planning approval 
process was coordinated carefully to align with associated environmental 
and heritage approval processes.

The planning team worked closely with a large group of other built 
environment professionals including environmental, landscape and heritage 
consultants to ensure the proposed polytunnels, as a new agricultural 
building typology, could be accommodated within a landscape of heritage 
significance and to a lesser degree environmental significance (due to its 
location adjacent to a river floodplain).  The planning application therefore 
focussed not only on the technical considerations but design considerations 
to ensure that visual and heritage concerns could be mitigated. Design 
parameters were established to inform the SDP which in turn limited the 
footprint extent, location and height of new structures in relation to the 
existing werf buildings. The planning and design focussed on protection 
of the collection of buildings comprising the historic werf and protection of 
the werf’s legibility within its agricultural setting so as to reinforce historic 
settlement patterns. 

The SDP proposed, amongst other things, the following:

• New agricultural buildings be clustered together, and not spread 
across the subject properties to support efficient operations, and 
respect the historic settlement pattern.

• New structures be set back from the farm werf, so as to protect its 
integrity. A buffer zone was provided around the werf, with no new 
structures in this zone and a further zone outside of this buffer, in 
which the nature and scale of new buildings will have to be carefully 
considered, was defined.

• The height of new structures be limited as far as possible, especially 
in the vicinity of the farm werf to mitigate visual concerns including 
views off the public road network in the vicinity.  

• Platforming for the polytunnels be designed to limit the amount of cut 
and fill. 

• Areas for car parking be limited in size as far as possible, and 
integrated with tree planting to limit visual impact. 

An extent of 10ha of propagation tunnels and a series of new agricultural 
buildings and sheds were proposed, including farm support buildings, and 
transplant and packing sheds. While the guidelines and the SDP are high-
level, they provide sufficient detail to protect the qualities of the landscape 
that give it value; to protect the existing farm werf as a heritage resource; 
and to ensure that the identified visual concerns are mitigated, as far as 
possible. The SDP, including the guidelines, sets the parameters for 
detailed design.
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